
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-12: More Plurals

Spelling Words Review

children

patches

women

glasses

wolves

compasses

volcanoes

sketches

scarves

potatoes

   loaves

zeroes

foxes 

leaves 

stitches 

halves

weaknesses

brushes 

 sandboxes

heroes

succeed

traffic

equally

Challenge

mosquitoes

parentheses

Answer the questions.

1.  What ending must be added to volcano to make it plural?     ______________________

2.  Identify the root word that is used to form the word, wolves.     ______________________

3.  What ending must be added to child to make it plural?     ______________________

4.  Identify the root word that is used to form the word, leaves.     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  quick drawings made by an artist           _________________________

6.  adult females           _________________________

7.  pieces of fabric used to cover holes and rips                                 _________________________

8. mammals with red fur and bushy tails                  _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    vesahl      ___________________     hint: two equal parts of a whole

10.  rhoese         ___________________     hint: people who do brave or amazing things 

11.  rcevsas        ___________________     hint: long pieces of fabric that keep your neck warm

12.  hisetsct        ___________________     hint: loops of thread made when sewing
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Name: _________________________________                               List D-12: More Plurals

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

glasses potatoes loaves weaknesses

sandboxes compasses zeroes brushes

13.  How many  ________________________  are in the number, one billion?  

14.  Several  ________________________  were broken after I loaded too many in the dishwasher.

15.  Every fictional hero has his strengths as well as his  ________________________.

16. The young boy scouts received  ________________________  for their summer camping trip. 

17. I smell the fresh  ________________________  of bread that Grandma just took out of the oven.

18. ________________________  grow underground like carrots, radishes, and turnips. 

19. Carrie lost the tiny  ________________________  that come with her toy dolls to comb their hair.

20. Did you ever play in  ________________________  when you were a little kid?

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is an adverb?   ___________________________

22. Name the review word that is a singular noun. ___________________________

23. Can you identify the review word that is always a verb? ___________________________

24. Which challenge word contains the word that refers to ___________________________
           “Mom” or “Dad”?

25. Which challenge word  is a type of insect?    ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-12: More Plurals

Spelling Words Review

children

patches

women

glasses

wolves

compasses

volcanoes

sketches

scarves

potatoes

loaves

zeroes

foxes

leaves 

stitches

halves

weaknesses

brushes

sandboxes

heroes

succeed

traffic

equally

Challenge

mosquitoes

parentheses

Answer the questions.

1.  What ending must be added to volcano to make it plural? es     

2.  Identify the root word that is used to form the word, wolves. wolf    

3.  What ending must be added to child to make it plural? ren     

4.  Identify the root word that is used to form the word, leaves. leaf     

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  quick drawings made by an artist sketches          

6.  adult females women          

7.  pieces of fabric used to cover holes and rips  patches                 

8. mammals with red fur and bushy tails        foxes           

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    vesahl           hint: two equal parts of a whole halves

10.  rhoese              hint: people who do brave or amazing things heroes

11.  rcevsas             hint: long pieces of fabric that keep your neck warm scarves

12.  hisetsct             hint: loops of thread made when sewing stitches
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Name: _________________________________                               List D-12: More Plurals

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

glasses potatoes loaves weaknesses

sandboxes compasses zeroes brushes

13.  How many zeroes are in the number, one billion?  

14.  Several glasses were broken after I loaded too many in the dishwasher.

15.  Every fictional hero has his strengths as well as his weaknesses.

16. The young boy scouts received compasses for their summer camping trip. 

17. I smell the fresh loaves of bread that Grandma just took out of the oven.

18. Potatoes grow underground like carrots, radishes, and turnips. 

19. Carrie lost the tiny brushes that come with her toy dolls to comb their hair.

20. Did you ever play in sandboxes when you were a little kid?

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is an adverb? equally

22. Name the review word that is a singular noun. traffic

23. Can you identify the review word that is always a verb? succeed

24. Which challenge word contains the word that refers to parentheses
           “Mom” or “Dad”?

25. Which challenge word  is a type of insect? mosquitoes  
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